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The abstract-call of this conference asks whether there are other functional elements. This talk 
gives a YES answer: Junct (J) can be recognized. If J is realized overtly, it is a coordinator or 
modification marker. In a modification construction, J is null consistently in languages such as 
English, but not so in Mandarin. Like other functional elements, J has no theta relation with any 
element in a structure, must have a complement; but like roots, J has no syntactic category. 

There are two necessary steps of merger if J occurs. Step 1: J takes an element as its 
complement. The combination of J and its complement is called J-set. Since the category feature 
of a complement cannot project, and J itself has no categorial feature, a J-set has no category 
feature. Step 2: A J-set is merged with another element. The category of the latter is projected.  
(1) [XP XP [J-set J YP]]   In (1), YP is a modifier and XP is the modified element; or, 
YP is the internal conjunct and XP is the external conjunct. The syntactic sisterhood of the J-
set and XP is like that of a root and its categorizer. The two steps are linked to two unvalued 
features of J. One is [uα]. All functional elements take a complement and introduce the 
complement into a structure, and so does J. However, the complement of J is not specified: any 
syntactic atom can value this feature. Thus, [uα] is a feature generalized from the complement-
taking property of all functional elements. The other unvalued feature of J is shared with a root: 
[uCat]. Like a root, the categoryless J-set must be merged with an element that has a category, 
so that it can be integrated into a structure. 
Empirical considerations  
 Coordinators and modification markers Every language has coordination and modification 
constructions, and both coordinators and modification markers exist cross-linguistically (Rubin 
1994). These two kinds of elements share many properties.  Neither is associated with any 
theta relation, like a well-recognized functional element.  Like other functional elements, 
both are a closed set.  Both must be associated with two elements.  Neither has any category 
features.  Both can be silent in a language or in certain constructions of a language.  Both 
must appear between the two elements, as a linker (cf. Nichols 1986).  In a coordinate 
construction, if there are more than two conjuncts and only one coordinator, this coordinator 
must be next to the last conjunct; similarly, in a modification construction, if there are multiple 
modifiers and only one modification marker, this marker must be next to the last modifier. It is 
unlikely for coordinators and modification markers to share all these seven properties 
accidently. On the other hand, no other functional element has all these properties. The two 
kinds of elements can be unified: both realize a functional element, J. 
 The c-selection of the external conjunct by a higher element A modified element decides the 
category of the whole complex, and so does an external conjunct (Zhang 2010). In (2) (Sag et 
al. 1985), it is the external conjunct (the DP) that satisfies the c-selection of the preposition on. 
In both cases, the category-decider (XP in (1)) is the integrator of a categoryless J-set. 
(2) a. You can depend on [DP my assistance] and [CP that he will be on time]. 

b. *You can depend on [CP that he will be on time]. 
c. *You can depend on [CP that he will be on time] and [DP my assistance]. 

(3) a. John devoured only pork and only at home.  b. *John devoured only at home. 
 Optionality Modifiers and internal conjuncts are both optional to their integrator 
syntactically, although they enrich their integrators semantically, with the help of J. 
 Alternation possibilities between coordination and modification I read his paper quickly can 
mean ‘I engaged in a quick reading of his paper’, or be synonymous with I read his paper, and 
quickly, which means ‘There is an event of reading of the paper by me, and the event was quick’ 
(Progovac 1999). Reversely, an asymmetrical coordination (You drink one more can of beer 
and I'm leaving.) allows a modification reading (Culicover & Jackendoff 1997). 
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 Stackability The shared stackability of modification and unbounded unstructured coordinate 
constructions (I met someone young, happy, eager to go to college, tired of wasting time, …) 
(Chomsky 2013) reflect their unified syntax, unlike argument-taking constructions. 
 The position flexibility of J-sets The positions of both a modifier and an internal conjunct 
can be flexible. A J-set may have different positions with respect to its integrator under certain 
conditions. I open the door quickly. vs. I quickly open the door. Considering pronominalization 
of elements in clausal conjuncts, I report two findings: If the first conjunct has an adverbial 
reading, it behaves like a left adverbial; and in other cases, the right conjunct behaves like a 
right adverbial, in English. Thus, either a left or a right conjunct can be the complement of J. 
Theoretical considerations 
 Generalized integrators of categoryless elements It has been assumed that it is a head element 
(v/n) that integrates a categoryless element into a structure. But in (1), it is XP that integrates 
the categoryless J-set. There is no empirical/theoretical reason to ban a phrase from integrating 
a categoryless element into a structure. A potentially unmotivated restriction can be removed. 
 Unifying coordination and modification in syntax  A coordinator and a modification 
marker are analyzed as the functional heads & (e.g., Munn 1987, Johannessen 1998) and Mod 
(Rubin 2003), respectively. J unifies them.  Munn (1992, 1993) treats coordination as 
adjunction, and Progovac (1999) treats adjunction as coordination with a null coordinator. The 
assumed contrastive representations are unified in the J-theory. The J-theory is also 
compatible with Bošković’s (2020) effort to unify the adjunct and conjunct islands.  The 
complementation relation between J and a modifier/internal conjunct, and the available sister 
relation between a categoryless element and its integrator remove the operation 
Adjunction/Pair Merge from the computation system. Overall, it is the lexical properties of the 
element that realizes J and the correlated default semantic relation between J’s complement (i.e., 
YP in (1)) and the integrator of the J-set (i.e., XP in (1)) that distinguish a coordinate and a 
modification construction; and it is the feature makeup of J, rather than any special type of 
operation and representation, that explains the differences between a coordinate/modification 
relation and an argument-taking relation. J is a functional element that has no category feature. 
This property of J has syntactic impact. 
Extension: integrating roots in compounding  
A coordinator/modification marker may occur in compounds (e.g., surf-and-turf; the Mandarin 
ai-zhi-wei ‘lit. love-MOD-taste => a food brand name in Taiwan’). J may link two roots, before 
the root cluster is categorized (Zhang 2007; cf. Nóbrega & Panagiotidis 2020). 
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